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considerable amount of educational research is devoted todeveloping
,

. . \

MTV accurate prediction of academic ptrformance by students. Multiple re-
, le'

. ;.%

gression equations abound, and weighted predictors have been provided for a

plethora of variables and settings, with students' grade point average as the.

. criterion. The rationale,for, these procedures as well as the findings 'them-
.,

selves, indicatePthat some aspects of previous behavior are at least a fair.

approximation of4uture behavior.

Educators have undoubtedly heard scores of students espouse optimism about

their ability to "pull up" the grade they received on an early examination. To

these students, past performance is not the best predictgr of future perforMance;

intentions are.

It has long been'cOntended that evaluation is necessary to fulfill the COMT
k -

plex purposes and functions of higher education. Certainly grades constitute a

major system of reward and punishment for the college student. Lehman (1)

fl

proffers some worthwhile consitlerations in'th area ,of evaluation 'of students..it

the student is to receive some sa Oktion with'his progress, his motivailon

must be considered as an itportant factor. Students. who recognize t-hcir perfor-
,

ITAnce as successful may find reward in-this realization, but encouragement and

VEZ robation by the instructor may provide gen greater satisfaction.

'However, the true spirit of experimental science is the search for mrfpu-

lative variables, rather than mere verbal explanations (Skinner, 2). EducatiOn-.

al psychologists and researchers have not'undertaken extensive investigations of

the impaet of such manipulative variables. The large number of students of human

behavior who subscribe to.principles of operant tonilipping may justly be con-
,

cerned about and desirous of their theories and practices making a "flight fror..

'.the laboratory."
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A significant aspect of instructional practice the management of ryein-
.

A forcing operations. A reinforcer may be defined as an event or a stimulus which

changes subsequent behavior When it foll,ows'the time..' If an Inter-.

vening (manipulative)-variable can be adjudged a reinforcer, the instructor's

repertoire of reinforcing-operations would be. increased.

The issues raised so far, could be' formulited into the two relevant suesrions
4

investigated: -(1) In a given course, how consistently do, students perform on

examinations? (2) Is it possible to alter this relatiopship through the intro--
4.

'duction of an intervening variableTuch as.a reinforcing andencouraging" letter

frosm the instructor?

Procedure

Letter grades and test scores were obtained for all -tudenis(N=315) in a

Psychdlogy I class (Fall, 1969). 5tudents who received grades of A or B (N=41)

on the f irst exam were randomly assigned to two groups. Prior the; second
..

e.7 .exam, one group (N=35) each, received a 'letter from the instructor commending their

1

*performance and.,tindicating extf.tfions Of similar'subsequent performance

(see Appendix).-

Product- moment corretatto6s.were computed for all siudenfi Among 'thei r

scores ontests 1,2, and 3 (t'st reviewed .the first two exams and material
.

Y
. ;:*3 0

studieg since" the secohdoOxamY,,;:bod among the letter grades- ,s,.4-gned to thei
JF ., _

pe;formanc.eontestsiand2.andtpe..final course grade. Cbrrelations among

the three exams were computed for thcise students receiving A's and 'B's on the
e \

first-exam andthe group re iving C's, D'i, or fls, and for those in the A and
, .

B group whb did and did,. port receive letters.

f a
The group of A amd.li.studenis'receiying a reinforcement letter after the

6 1 ,
, o

. first'exam wei'e,coMpared, by t tess and chi square analysis, with the control

group, which did hot receive a .letter.

f
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Results
.

The relationships .among the three test scores for all students in the

were fairly substantial (Table 1). Nolotatistieatly significant differ-
.,

ences appeared between males and females on their test scores, althougli the

tge

femair seemed to do just sli.ghtly better.on tests'2 and 3and is the li-ttr-r

grades assi The relationship between theNgrade assigned to scores on tests

.1.,and 2 was nsiderably lower than the relationship fietween the course-grade

and the letter grade,receimid'on test 2 (Table 1). No:lettei grade was assigned

. r-- .

to test 3.

Performance (scores). on subsequent tests were more highl related to the

first exam fOr the group of students who received A's or B's on the first test

than the group which received C's, D's, or f's\1Table 2). The differe ce was -I

)
not great, however, and interpretations must consider the limitation in range

of the A and B group, which may result in'lower correlations than the more

heterogenous condition of the C.D, and F group.

The distribution of "reinforcement" letters to a sampbeof students who

Ileceived A's or B's on the first exam ha no observable_ ffect op subsequent

test Rerformance. As Table 3 demonstrates, the means of the twogr:Qiipswere

not significantly different. A Oil-square analysis of the subsequent letter'

grades received by the tWo groups also yielded no significant difference. While

74% of the non-recipients received course grades of A or 8, 63% of the rdtip-
_

ients received A or B grades for the course.

I
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DiscuSsion and Implications

This study was undertaken primarily as a pilot examination of the feasi-

bility of intervening,with a minimum of effort, in the "grade-getting" process,

in thel'hopes of effecting improvement. The results do not permit an expression

of any effecthaving been made, at !east on those students studied here, a rather

liMited sample of A and B students.

Correlations betwegn successiVe test scores and letter grades lend further

credence to the axiocii-bf "prior grades are the best predictor of future gradeQL.

Students depending on a final 'exam to significantly affect their course grade
2

'may be facing.imposing.Odds if the results of this study can be generalized to

other courses, 4

Interpretation and generalization of the results, as well as future related

studies should take into account several limitationsof the study. No inlernal

reliability Of the tests was. establ ished. Students receiving A's and B's on

the first exam were an extremely homogeneous group; the range of those test

scores was very smal Finally, the'determination of the course.letter grades

.

included the three examinations plu's several ten-point quizzes; total points

obtained constituted the basis for letter grades. No attempt was made here to

analyze the relative contribution and relationships of these quizzes.

Additional study of the consistency of academic performance within a

class seems warranted . The anaiyiis4of students' overall grade-point average

and its consistency obfuscates the differential abilities and curricula of

It'may well be that the reinforcement letter used in this study was strong and

relevant enough. The search for manipulative variables commends itself if'

educators seek to enhance learning by students.



One possibility suggested by the study is an xxontination of the difteren-

tial effect of several such variables. Selected student subgroups (divided by

perforMance) within a given class could receive different intervening cunin-
.

gentles, "positive regard," " encouragement," or "aversive" letters suggest

themselves.as possible independent variables. Possibly students not perlotling

at the top of the class can be motivated more succ.'ssfully thrin those ar.evody

performing well. Likewise, it may be worth investiting the.eff-ct of more than

just one "commendation letter."

Most certainly, the educational pra'ctices and 'demands on faculty of today's

institutions would necessitate practical modes of intervention. A lett* is

aft

.ohe possibility to examine; the number of other variables is limited only by the

J

imagination of educators.

4
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Table 1.

Correlatiains'Ameng Test SC4Ift'S and Letter 'Grady..

. .
.

. . .

.

All

Students
.

N -315 N142
Females

.N-.1

-.
Letter
Recipients
.N35'

Non-

Rteclpicnt

Na 36

Test 1 vvTest 2 .57 .59 .55 .49 .47
.

.

Test 1 vs*Test 3 .58 .61 .56 .56 .42
. . .

Test 2 vs jest 3 .62 .60 '.65 .50 .68 4
Grade 1 vs Grade 2 I

.48 .48 0.-.48 ' .36 .30

Grade 1 vs Course Grade .63 .63 .64 ',.48 .27

Grade 2 vs Course Grade .76 , .78 .75' ___ .71 ' .,0

* All correlations shown are significant beyond :05 except the .30.and .27
shown in the Non-Recipient column.

1

Table' 2.

(\Correlations Between Test/Scores for Two AchievpmPnt Levels
r

)

Exam I

A's and B's
Exam I

C's, D's and F'5
N=71 N=244

Test 1 vs Test 2
. .48 . .37 .

Test 1 vs Test 3 .481 ...43 a

Test 2 vs lest 3 .60 . .52

All correlations shown are significaht beyond the .05 levc1

Table;3,
Meahs and Standard Deviations of Recipients and Non-Retipients

Reciptents
N=35

.

Non-Recipients
N=36 -

....-

t

Mean 5.D.
-

-MpaA - SAL

Test 1 40.78 2.45 41.26 1.98 ,;.

.

Test 2 36.44 5.56 37.36 .5.25 .71

Test 3 IP 65.19 9.37 66.-05 10.51 .36
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Appendix

I would like to commend yoi, on your fine perNirmance on the recent

hourly examination in Psychology I. I'Lur grade d2munstrates a very good

command of the material covered up to the time of the examination, and I

trust you will be able to keep up'the good work. .

Best wishes for continued success.

Cordially,

James D. McKenzie, Ph.D.
Associate Profesior of Psychology

MI%
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